
Valerie Jenkins changes lives actively through her words, actions, and creativity. Generous and

kindhearted, Valerie has a unique ability to see a need and without even thinking about it,

reaches out and makes a difference. She combines every experience and knowledge, delivering

quality, unique, and rich speeches that can uplift spirits. Her love for assisting people is

unending and she has continually tapped into her strengths to bring them into a point of

knowledge. A woman empowerment enthusiast, Valerie draws from her years of experience in

the corporate world and business to inspire women on how to choose a path to success for

themselves.  Valerie is a remarkable motivational speaker and successful owner of businesses

with a talent to impact positively in the lives of people through speaking.

 

A woman of diverse gifts, Valerie is the founder of CHBH Events, Creative Hands By Him, which

is a full-service event planning company established in New York city serving worldwide. In

addition to her incredible professional and personal qualities, she remains confident, humble

and always approachable in her newly found career path. Over the years, she has tapped into

her natural abilities to empower women and help them become more purposeful regardless of

what they have been through in life.  She is exceptionally gifted, knowledgeable, and practical in

her approach. Also, she strongly believes that people can transform from living unfulfilled lives

into positive and fulfilling lives if they can embrace their uniqueness and potentials.

 

A purpose-driven speaker, Valerie, started a business empowering people with

self-development and the tools to career-building. By simplifying the seemingly complex world of

living, she has succeeded in bringing a remarkable shift to people’s mindsets, which allows

them to be accountable for their future. Likewise, this shift helps them see that purposeful living

is within reach for anyone who follows the principles of success and life.

With a non-judgmental approach and remarkably engaging style, these women are motivated to

bring their dreams to fruition and live happily. Valerie is incredibly passionate about sharing her

insights with these women who are excited to start life as a whole new adventure. These

women regardless of their background enjoy meaningful conversations, validated knowledge

from inspiring true-life experiences, and the right amount of motivation to get them in line again.

She is engaging and desires to bring these women to a point where they can discuss their

perspectives and understanding of their personal and career paths.

 



Furthermore, her entrepreneurial spirit, combined with experience, serves as a great source of

inspiration for aspiring forward-thinkers to bring their dreams to fruition. Valerie’s passionate,

vibrant, high-spirited, and motivating personality attracts like-minded forward-thinkers and

visionaries together. Her specialties cuts across the facets of purpose, happiness, positivity, and

overall well-being. She has dedicated the time to giving people new hope and choices, in turn

helping them become active participants in the growth of their community and society at large.

 

Valerie is passionate about seeing individuals living more fulfilled and joy-filled lives. A dynamic

motivational speaker, she finds it rewarding to assist them in reaching their goals and dreams

through proven techniques and adopting healthier habits and lifestyles. Over the years, she has

worked with diverse people, increasing her zest for success and educating people.

Consequently, she inspires these individuals with genuine experiences, showing them the right

paths to bringing out a better perception of themselves.

Valerie uses her voice to pass transforming, powerful, and vision-building messages to people

across all walks of life. Through her speeches, individuals gain clarity of vision and become

inspired to align with their purpose both personally and professionally. Also, she is delighted to

assist people in unlocking a better version of themselves. Over the years, she has engaged her

audiences in quality and practical training solutions that can help them get the results they

desire. However, she focuses on giving them resources that drive them to become more

creative and motivated to achieve goals.

Valerie is fulfilled to see people become more purposeful in their endeavors, while building

healthier and positive relationships. She has also made it a part of her mission to find others

who are having similar challenges. Likewise, she is making incredible efforts to better the lives

of people, especially women, through mentoring and speaking.

 

Her goal is to inspire, empower women to take action on becoming a better version of

themselves, and create the life they imagined. Valerie loves to give back to her community and

spends her free time volunteering at various shelters. She has been a long-standing volunteer

for Dress for Success, a global non-profit which focuses on empowering women to achieve

economic independence by providing a network of support, professional attire and development

tools to help them thrive in work and in life. Valerie is set to use her knowledge to propel, inspire,

and guide you on your journey of success.


